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letter from
the board
For 10 years, globalbike has supported communities in Africa in acquiring bicycles to improve their access to
water, education, health care, and business development opportunities. We know that when people can access
transportation and the resources they need to thrive, they become empowered to improve their quality of life
and reduce poverty. And yet, we have also learned that sustainably increasing bicycle access requires more than
bicycle donations. A bicycle can easily break down and become inoperable without a skilled mechanic, a source of
spare parts to repair it, and a means of financing repair. Individuals in rural areas rarely have the financial means to
continually cover the cost of repairs.
For the past four years, globalbike has been addressing these challenges of sustainability in the Kilimanjaro Region
of Tanzania. We have been working closely with women’s cooperatives in rural villages to design research-informed
bike rental and repair businesses that make bicycles affordable and maintainable over time. We have learned that
people in rural villages who cannot afford to buy a bike outright and repair it over time, can afford to pay a monthly
fee to use a bicycle if guaranteed an operable bike. When they rent a bike, they are able to increase their small
business incomes and become long-term contributors to the sustainability of bike rental shops. This customer base
provides the demand needed to fuel women-owned bike shops in rural Tanzania.
globalbike works closely with women’s groups to provide capital donations to initiate the business, business skills
training, and technical training on bicycle maintenance and repair. Over time, women’s groups can become full
owners and managers of bike rental and repair programs. Women’s cooperatives retain all profits, thus doubling
the impact of our programs in the community as women become financial contributors to their families. Women’s
groups distribute earnings at the end of each year with an average of $15, or one third of the average household
monthly income distributed to each member.
Bike users are able to reduce transportation time to water sources by 75%. By reducing the number of unpaid
labor hours of villagers, bicycles free time for income generation, education, and family support. Small business
owners increase their incomes by up to 57% when they use a bike instead of walk to markets. Health care workers
can more easily visit patients needing home-based care, thus helping reduce the burden of HIV and other chronic
illnesses in communities.
We believe this model of programmatic support for bicycle access in rural Africa will transform the lives of women
as well as the economy of entire villages, as people of all income levels are able to efficiently and reliably access the
resources they need to thrive.
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what
we do
globalbike is a US-based non-profit organization that supports womenowned bike rental and repair shops in rural areas of Tanzania. Our
programs make bicycles affordable and accessible for individuals of all
income levels while creating economic security for the women’s groups
who own and run them.
We currently support over 200 bicycles servicing 2 bike rental and repair
shops and 1 bike rent-to-own program. Our programs support bikes used
by 3 health care outreach programs.

Luice
Luice provides mechanical and business management support for
the Kazi na Sala bike shop while raising her three children. She has
been instrumental in the success of the shop by helping repair and
maintain bicycles and by keeping an organized record of all shop
activities. In spite of people discouraging her from engaging in
bike mechanics, she has proven herself capable and says she feels
empowered in the community.
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Bike Rental and Repair Shops
globalbike provides the capital needed for rural women’s
cooperatives to open bike rental and repair shops. We donate
bicycles, spare parts inventory for the first year, and funds for
building construction. We work closely with women’s groups
to manage these resources, and we train women in business
skills. Over time, women’s groups take responsibility for all
business processes and costs.

Sustainable Business Planning
We use village assessment tools to identify villages that can
support a bike rental shop. Once we establish a partnership
with a women’s cooperative in that village, we draw on market
research to help the group adapt their business strategy for
their particular village economy. This planning may involve
strategic pricing, short-term subsidization, and insurance
schemes to ensure services are affordable and profitable. We
collaborate with existing bike-related businesses and bike
mechanics so that all business owners in the community
thrive in coordination with our programs.

Business Development Support
We provide business and retail management training so that
women can learn skills in accounting, marketing, inventory,
insurance, pricing, and contract negotiation. globalbike
program coordinator, Namsifu, has four years of experience
supporting women’s cooperatives in developing sustainable
businesses. Namsifu meets weekly with programs to support
accounting, inventory, and training and to collect monitoring
and evaluation data.
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Juma
Juma is globalbike’s lead bike mechanic trainer. With more than
20 years of experience working as a bike mechanic and mechanic
trainer in Northern Tanzania, Juma brings a wealth of experience
to globalbike.
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Bike Mechanic Trainings
globalbike trains women at our programs in bicycle maintenance and repair skills so they can independently keep bikes on the
road for years. We provide mechanic training courses taught by expert Tanzanian bike mechanics, by mechanics from World
Bicycle Relief, and by peer trainers in which previously trained mechanics support new mechanics in practicing skill development
over time. We support preventive maintenance inspections and quality control checks at all of our programs to ensure high quality
maintenance and reduced costs.

Bike users are able to reduce
their transportation time to
water sources by

75%
Neema
First trained by globalbike in 2016, Neema began servicing bikes for
rent with the hopes of helping her community and providing additional
income for her family. Prior to her training as a mechanic, Neema worked
in agriculture. The additional income from her work at the bike shop
enables her to buy food and soap and pay for school fees for her son. In
2017, globalbike funded Neema to travel to World Bicycle Relief in Kenya
to improve and acquire skills to teach other mechanics. She now works
for globalbike as a peer trainer, traveling to other globalbike programs to
assist new mechanics in practicing repair and maintenance.
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Transportation Access
Bikes have a huge impact on a community’s ability to access a variety of
resources, services, and economic opportunities. globalbike works with
our partners to keep rental prices affordable, yet profitable. Our goal is to
maximize use of these bikes by customers of all income levels.
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Small Business Development
Ana
Ana rents a bicycle so she can transport a corn-grinding
machine, which she rents out to villagers after harvest time.
The extra income helps her support her family of seven.

Naisojack
Naisojack rents a bicycle to easily source grass for and tend
to cows that provide milk to nourish her family.
One of her children uses the bike to travel to a nearby
sugar cane plantation, where he earns money to support
the family.

Veronica
Veronica rents a bike to transport clothes bought on
wholesale to a nearby market. Before she had the bicycle, it
took her hours to walk by foot to the market, and she carried
the goods on her head. Now, she travels by bike, carries her
goods on the bicycle’s carrier, and cuts transportation time in
half. She uses the money she earns to support her family of
10.
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Health Care
globalbike donates and maintains bicycles for health
care workers who support home-based care programs
managed by our partner NGOs. Janeth is a care worker
who received a bike from globalbike so she can more
easily visit patients with chronic illnesses like HIV/AIDS.
Janeth monitors their care and treatment, and provides
counseling and social support.

Water
Josea rents a bicycle from the Kazi na Sala bike shop
and uses the bike primarily for carrying water home
to his family. If the local pump is working, Josea can
source water close to home. However, when the
local pump is over-used and low on solar energy for
pumping, he must travel 30 minutes by bike to the
nearest clean water source. The bicycle allows him
to reduce his transportation time, and enables the
family to have clean water despite the failure of the
local pump.
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why
we
do it
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Economic Empowerment for Entire Rural Villages
Bikes have a huge impact on a community’s ability to efficiently access a variety of resources, services, and
economic opportunities. We have found that individuals cut transportation time by 65%, and women reduce the
unpaid hours they spend fetching water by 75%, thus freeing their time for education and income generation.
Small business owners increase their incomes by 25-57% when they use a bicycle.

Women’s Economic Empowerment
The women’s cooperatives who own and run biking programs invest profits in group savings accounts that provide
insurance against poverty during times of need. Cooperatives use these funds to provide business loans for women
to initiate other projects. These loans seed businesses in jewelry-making, sanitary pads, and clothing, among other
items. Women can reinvest their earnings in their health, education, and food. In doing so, they are empowered with
respect and status in their communities.

Small business owners
increased their incomes by

25-57%
when they used a bicycle
compared to transporting
goods on foot.
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At the end of 2017, when the Kazi na Sala bike shop closed out its first year of
business, the Kazi na Sala women’s cooperative distributed 33,000 TZS ($15 USD)
to each member as earnings from the shop. While a seemingly small amount, this
represents one third of the average household income in their village to pay for
school fees at the beginning of the school year in January as well as for seeds
when the planting season begins in February. This profit sharing relieved an annual
burden on many families, and freed other earnings for additional investments in
family well-being.

With bicycles, women reduce the unpaid hours they spend fetching water by 75%,
thus freeing their time for education and income generation.
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how
we got
here
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globalbike timeline
2006

2009

Curt McPhail and other
founding members pooled
$850 to donate bikes in
Zambia, thus initiating
globalbike.

globalbike won the
Beyond Sport Award
in London.

2011

In March, globalbike traveled to East
Africa for partnership with the
Kilimanjaro Initiative. In December,
globalbike participated in the
Beyond Sport conference in Cape
Town as a sponsor.

2012

globalbike partnered with UN Women
to sponsor a cycling trip in East
Africa called Ride, Climb, Transform
to raise awareness for women’s
empowerment.

2015

2014

2013

globalbike produced a
documentary on programs
in Tanzania.

globalbike increased staff by
hiring a Tanzania program
director and marketing and
development support.

globalbike hired its first part-time director
and began work with women’s cooperatives
in Tanzania seeking long-term relationships.
globalbike took its first gb connect trip to
Tanzania.

2016

2017

2018

globalbike constructed and opened
the first bike shop. globalbike hired
Erin Mahaffey as Executive Director.

globalbike implemented first
market research survey across
all programs to inform
sustainable business planning.

globalbike constructed and
opened second bike shop.

globalbike began in 2006, when Curt McPhail witnessed the
effects of poverty and HIV/AIDS in Sub-Saharan Africa during
his college study abroad trips. McPhail resolved to mobilize
resources at home for those in need. Realizing that his love
of cycling could be used to improve the lives of people living
in poverty, Curt brought together five close friends from
Spartanburg, SC. This group pooled their personal savings to
start globalbike. Their mission was to use the transformative
power of bicycles to connect people and resources.

With $850 from personal savings, globalbike’s first charitable
act was to donate bicycles to Project Concern International in
Zambia to support health care outreach in communities. After
learning about the impact of the donation, the founders were
inspired to continue raising awareness and funds by garnering
the support of individuals. Over the next year, globalbike
donated hundreds to organizations working on HIV/AIDS in
Sub-Saharan Africa. These bicycles allowed health care and
development workers to travel more quickly and efficiently,
thus enabling them to help and collaborate with more people
in need.
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In 2008, hoping to more fully realize the connection between
cycling and the power of bikes in Sub-Saharan Africa,
globalbike began a professional cycling team and chapter
teams in Spartanburg, Greenville, Charlotte, and Washington,
D.C. These teams raised awareness of globalbike’s work and
solicited corporate sponsorships with funds going towards
globalbike’s work. For this work, the globalbike cycling team
won the 2009 Beyond Sport global award for Best Project by
a Professional Sports Team. This award propelled globalbike
to the international stage and provided the chance to travel
and connect with individuals and groups working closely with
communities in Sub-Saharan Africa.

In 2013, the board hired McPhail as globalbike’s first
executive director to lead the organization in its new vision.
Partnering with World Bicycle Relief to provide bikes to
women’s group in Tanzania, globalbike began supporting
programs that would one day be able to maintain bicycles and
provide transportation access in rural areas.

After many years of making charitable bike donations from
a distance, globalbike registered as an official 501(c)(3), and
its new board began traveling to East Africa. In partnership
with the Kilimanjaro Initiative, globalbike directors rode bikes
from Nairobi, Kenya, to Mount Kilimanjaro. Later that same
year, the globalbike board traveled to Cape Town for the
Beyond Sports Summit and awarded bicycles for the best
projects supporting youth and the environment. In 2012,
globalbike and Kilimanjaro Initiative’s second trip was part
of UN Women’s “Ride, Climb, Transform,” an event focused
on raising awareness of violence against women. This bike
ride circumnavigated Mount Kilimanjaro and provided bicycle
donations along the way to organizations identified by the
Rotary Club.

In 2014-2015, globalbike invested in its capacity for
marketing, fundraising, and program development, including
production of its first film which detailed the impact of
globalbike’s work in communities. With its first business plan
in place in 2015, globalbike began visioning for expanding its
work in creating widespread bicycle access in rural Tanzania.

On these trips, the board learned about the lasting impact
that long-term partnerships could have in the Kilimanjaro
Region and, in particular, how investments with women
were paid back to the wider community at a higher rate than
investments with men. Inspired by this insight, the board
voted to establish community-based partnerships with local
women-led organizations. Through relationships established
with three grassroots NGOs in the region collaborating
with local women’s cooperatives – The TATU Project, FT
Kilimanjaro, and Wanawake Women – globalbike initiated
rental and bike programs that expanded women’s access to
transportation in rural areas.

During this time, the organization continued yearly trips to
Tanzania, now inviting others in the Spartanburg community to
attend and grow globalbike’s reach of supporters. The first trip
took youth from the Spartanburg Day School, a partnership
that continued for years to come.

In 2016, an idea first voiced by one women’s group –
Kazi na Sala – came to fruition as a bike rental and repair
shop, with the ability to support bike repair and rentals for
a fleet of more than 60 bicycles. Today, this shop keeps
bikes rented to capacity, enabling the women’s cooperative
to develop a business that can provide returns to support
women in times of need and to start other business
endeavors.
The growth of globalbike’s vision towards women’s
empowerment and business development led to the board’s
hiring of its second executive director in late 2016. With a
background in anthropology, public health, and economic
development, Erin Mahaffey worked with the board to refine
its vision of how to reproduce women-owned bike rental and
repair businesses in a sustainable fashion. With support from
Priority Metrics Group in Spartanburg, SC, globalbike carried
out its first marketing research survey across three villages in
2017. This research is informing the development of a second
women-owned bike rental and repair shop and is helping
globalbike inform business strategy at all programs. Today,
globalbike is positioned to implement its vision of growing the
number of sustainable, women-owned bike rental and repair
programs in Tanzania at a scale that will improve the quality of
life and the position of women across Tanzania.
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gb
connect
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globalbike offers 10-day biking trips to the villages where we are actively making
an impact. Participants ride bicycles across the rural Tanzanian countryside, help
distribute bikes, and meet and learn from the women and health care workers who
make up our programs.
gb connect trips offer opportunities to engage in participatory activities with our
partner women’s cooperatives and their families. We have planted trees around bike
shops, learned from women about fetching water in rural settings, danced together,
and played games with children.

As we all hugged and said goodbye for the final time, we
realized that we were truly no different; we are all citizens
of the world.
– gb connect trip participant
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22

donors,
cyclists,
supporters
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Youth Service Clubs
High school service clubs fundraise for and support
globalbike. Our longest standing partnership has been with
the Spartanburg Day School’s girls’ civic club called Astra.
Through their annual 5K race, Astra has raised funds to
support globalbike’s operating budget as well as to support
scholarships for girls to attend globalbike’s annual gb connect
trip.

globalbike Chapter Team
The globalbike Spartanburg chapter team rides weekly during
warm weather months. The team raises money for donation to
globalbike through corporate sponsorships.

Women Connect Cyclists
Mary Beall Adler, mother, cyclist, and founder of Georgetown
Bagelry has been a long-time supporter of globalbike.
Inspired by the hard work and perseverance of women in
our programs, Mary began raising money for globalbike by
earning pledges for the many miles she cycles across the US.
As founder and owner of Georgetown Bagelry, Mary spreads
the word about globalbike’s mission.

Cycling Clubs
The Cyclones Bike Club holds social bike rides in New York
City and Los Angeles, with donations from rides benefitting
globalbike. Over the years, the Cyclones have donated
significant funds to make bike shop construction possible.
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how you
can help
Attend a gb connect or Women
Connect trip
Become a featured Women
Connect donor or cyclist
Organize your service club to
fundraise for globalbike

Organize a chapter team
Sponsor a chapter team
Join our Leadership Circle
Donate at globalbike.org

Katherine “Bibi” Jeter
Katherine Jeter, a breast cancer survivor, is an enthusiastic cyclist and
active outdoors woman. Bibi means grandmother in Swahili, the official
national language of Tanzania, a place close to Katherine’s heart. In 2013,
when she was 75, she climbed Mt. Kilimanjaro. Because of her age and
silver hair, she was given the name “Bibi” by the Tanzanian guides on
the climb.
She celebrated her 80th birthday by cycling 440 miles on the Natchez
Trace to raise $80,000 to connect women in rural Tanzania with vital
resources via globalbike.
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leadership,
and
partners
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Executive Leadership
Erin Mahaffey, PhD

globalbike Executive Director
Erin began work with globalbike in October 2016 and brings a long-standing commitment
to improving the lives of women and the poor in East Africa. With undergraduate degrees
in anthropology and biostatistics from the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Erin
completed her PhD at the University of California, Berkeley in cultural anthropology. Erin
has worked as an ethnographer in Tanzania, examining the impacts of HIV prevention
projects on targeted communities. She has consulted on USAID-funded social marketing
programs to prevent HIV in Tanzania, and on research projects in Sub-Saharan Africa for
the International AIDS Vaccine Initiative. Erin is fluent in Kiswahili.

globalbike Board of Directors
Carroll Foster, Chair
Carroll is a long-time globalbike supporter and owner of Spartanburg-based Hot Eye Photography. With a BFA from the
Savannah College of Art and Design, Carroll has spent his career building a successful business in commercial, editorial,
and portrait photography. Carroll has contributed photographs to globalbike’s portfolio and was involved in the 2015
production of globalbike’s documentary video.

Rob Hrubala, Vice Chair
Rob is a Business Banker and Senior Vice President at First Citizens Bank in Spartanburg. Rob supports globalbike with
financial planning and analysis, and serves as a lead member of globalbike Spartanburg’s chapter cycling team.

Joan Tobey, Treasurer
Joan is a cyclist and high school math teacher who has been instrumental in growing globalbike’s annual “gb connect”
fundraising trips to our programs. Acting as a key liaison between globalbike and local area schools, Joan is dedicated
to sharing globalbike’s work and mission with young people.

Calvin Pennington, Assistant Treasurer
Calvin is a Controller at Menzel LP in Spartanburg and provides accounting and financial oversight for globalbike. He has
traveled to globalbike’s programs on gb connect, and most recently served a two-year term as board chair.
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Curt McPhail

Secretary and globalbike Founder

globalbike’s former executive director and founder, Curt McPhail, has over 20 years of
experience in the not-for-profit and startup sector, with positions ranging from community
organizer to CEO. Currently, Curt leads The Space at Wofford which is focused on preparing
and launching students into jobs, graduate school, or businesses and non-profits started
while at Wofford. Curt serves on globalbike’s Executive Committee and is a key advisor on
fundraising and partnerships.

Jean Crowther, AICP, Executive Committee Advisor
Jean is a founding board member at globalbike and currently works at Alta Planning and Design in Portland, Oregon.
Jean has more than 14 years of experience in planning for active transportation and outdoor recreation throughout the
US. She holds a degree from Clemson University. Jean has traveled on globalbike’s gb connect trip and serves as a lead
advisor on trip planning, program development, and the Executive Committee.

Kelly Lowry, JD
Kelly is a founding board member and cyclist. He provides legal oversight and advice to globalbike and brings more than
20 years of experience in legal counseling, including work with nonprofits and businesses.

Betsy Neely Sikma
With more than 14 years of nonprofit leadership experience, Betsy works at the Spartanburg Area Chamber of
Commerce. Prior to her time at the Chamber, Betsy worked in the industry, serving most recently for Accion in Chicago,
a member of the Accion US Network. In 2014, Betsy was in the CDFI Industry’s Citi Leadership Fellowship. She is
currently enrolled in the Furman University Women’s Leadership Institute. Betsy holds a BA at Furman University, an MTS
from Vanderbilt University, and a certificate at Kellogg School of Management.

Steve Ollis, MBA
Steve is at John Snow Incorporated, leading digital health development efforts across 20 countries globally. Having
spent years as the chief operating officer at D-Tree International, Steve brings expertise in nonprofit development
and management in international settings, with more than 10 years of experience working in Tanzania. Steve holds an
MBA and provides guidance to globalbike on organizational development in Tanzania, monitoring and evaluation, and
accounting.
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Shelly-Anne Tulia Scott
Shelly-Anne is a registered architect with over 15 years practicing. She has worked both in the Caribbean and the US
with clients to successfully execute their vision for new projects and renovations using her skills in space planning, client
management and engagement. Shelly-Anne is active in the community with Greenville Technical Foundation, globalbike,
Equity in Architecture SC, Women in Architecture Upstate, and is a graduate of Leadership Greenville, Class 43 and
Grassroots Leadership Development Program. Shelly-Anne provides oversight for bike shop construction projects in
Tanzania.

Dave Meyer
Dave works for ATD Fourth World, a France-based international nonprofit with teams in over 30 countries around the
world (including Tanzania). From 2009 to 2012, Dave and his wife Annabelle traveled in Africa and Latin America making
short documentaries about grassroots environmental initiatives. The Permacyclists Project began with 18 months cycling
through eastern and southern Africa, including crossing Tanzania from the Rwandan border to the Indian Ocean at
Bagamoyo and then heading down to Dar es Salaam, where they then spent one month volunteering and meeting local
cycling activists. Dave supports marketing and social media efforts at globalbike.

Josillia Johnson, MPH
Josillia is public health program coordinator and educator. With both domestic and international experience in teaching
and curriculum development, Josillia supports globalbike in program and training curriculum development as well as
board member engagement.

Charles Refshauge
Charles owns and operates a marketing agency in Spartanburg. He was born and raised in South Caroina and attended
Clemson University as an undergraduate. Charles is an avid mountain biker - and was drawn to the globalbike board
because of it’s bicycle focused programs, mission to help businesses get up and running, and commitment to improving
the quality of life in other parts of the world through access to transportation.

Laura Bain
Laura is at the David Shi Center for Sustainability at Furman University. As a cyclist and former gb connect trip attendant,
Laura works with globalbike to grow trip offerings and partnerships.

Leadership Circle:
A group of professionals provide donations and organizational mentoring to globalbike. These executives have founded
and developed national and international businesses.
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Partners

Sponsors
globalbike has received ongoing support from foundations committed to
addressing poverty and improving the rights of women and girls.

Pro-bono Support

Foundation Support

globalbike has worked closely with Rotary Clubs over the years to fund
bicycle donations and building construction for bike shops. World Bicycle
Relief has provided matching donations for bikes purchased.
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Corporate Sponsors
Contec

R.J. Rockers

C.D. Ramey Automotive

Georgetown Bagelry

Allegro MC

Priority Metrics Group

USC Upstate

Growler Haus

Advantage Insurance Agency

Spartanburg Chamber of Commerce/PAL

A-Line Interactive

Hop Spot

Home Tech Theater and Automation, LLC

Freewheelers Safety Committee

First Citizens Bank

Two Samuels
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next steps
Over the last 10 years, globalbike has developed a portfolio of services to help grow sustainable women-owned bike businesses
and increase reliable access to bicycles in rural Tanzania. During this first decade, we have honed our focus on the long-term
maintenance of bicycles for poor rural populations and the economic empowerment of women.
Over the next 10 years, globalbike will grow a range of program services that build biking transportation infrastructures. In
diversifying program offerings to meet a variety of client needs – renting, owning, insurance on repairs, long-distance cycling,
weight-bearing cycling – women’s shops will also be able to grow their businesses, customer base, and incomes.
globalbike’s 10 years of experience has taught us that financing for bike users is essential to initiate small business growth in
rural areas of Tanzania. The costs of transportation alone can make or break a business in rural areas. As globalbike grows and
diversifies our program offerings, we are working with women’s cooperatives to create low and no-interest financing systems that
benefit both rental shops and bike users. We are developing services that support bike users in successfully growing their small
businesses so that they can successfully manage the costs of bike renting and potential ownership, and ultimately increase their
incomes.
globalbike programs foster women’s well-being and leadership as owners of these services in their communities. When we invest
in women-led businesses, and women are successful, everyone in the community learns that women’s value is equal to men’s,
that women deserve a voice in the community, and that we are all capable of contributing. We plan to strengthen our engagement
with women in Tanzania and women at home through new partnerships. These partnerships will provide our programs with access
to trainings for gender empowerment as well as increased resources from donors who are committed to women’s economic
empowerment globally.

When we invest in women-led businesses and women
are successful, everyone in the community learns that
women’s value is equal to men’s, that women deserve
a voice in the community.
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